
CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS 2011

I am pleased to report a successful first year of the Association. Through mutual self-help 
and cooperation we have been able to turn an overgrown paddock into ten abundant plots. 

Setting up 
If I can remind you, the Parish Council suggested that the Hall Close site be developed to 
meet the needs of a demand for allotments first indicated by the Bourn Village Survey. A 
group of those identified by the PC as having shown an interest in allotments first met at 
the beginning of December 2009. The following weekend a visit was made to the half acre 
site proposed by the Council and it was agreed that notwithstanding the shadow of the tall 
trees on the Southern boundary and the small size restricting the number of plots that 
could be offered, the group would be happy to utilise the land for allotment plots. 
Over the following months whilst the PC finalised the renting of the site from SCDC, 
proposals were considered for the possible layout of the plots and the formation of this 
Association. 
The first meeting of the Association was held on 11 January 2010. By February it had been 
agreed that there would be ten “half” plots on the site. That same month, following 
agreement between the PC and SCDC, work was able to commence on the clearing and 
preparation of the site. Through the generous cooperation of Paul Gildersleve and the 
sterling work of Tony Laflin and members of the Association, the site was made ready by the
end of April. 
The Committee is mindful that we have not met the needs of all potential plot-holders and 
efforts will be made to pursue the provision of further land by the PC or other landowners. 
Our own agreement with the PC has been protracted but I can now report that they are 
complete and the documents signed. 
The Association has now finalised its Constitution and the Rules appertaining to plot-
holders at the Hall Close Site. The latter will, in time, have to be adjusted for any further 
sites within the parish.
The Association has also joined the National Society of Allotment and Leisure Gardeners.
  

Water Supply 
For successful allotments it was necessary to have a source of water during the drier 
periods of the growing season. Indeed with the summer we have just had it proved 
essential. During early meetings of the Committee it was considered that arrangements be 
made to ask the Water Company to provide a standpipe on the site. It was also proposed 
that application be made for Lottery Funding to cover the cost of provision. 
Work commenced on the funding application including obtaining a quote from the Water 
Company. Such applications are naturally protracted and it was clear that no standpipe 
would be in place by the time it would be needed. An interim solution which proved 
invaluable was the use of the external tap on Robert Ansell’s house. Plot-holders will 
remember pleasant evenings walking backwards and forwards incessantly between their 



plots and his garden. 
In June, it being noticed that Bourn Hall had a standpipe near to the site, Marion Smith 
negotiated with the management and successfully agreed that the Hall would install a new 
standpipe at the SE corner of our site at their expense. The Association would be charged 
for the water its members used by Bourn Hall at a suitable rate. This solution has proved 
highly acceptable and thanks should go to those involved in getting it set up.

Compost 
During site preparation, the Association was very fortunate in obtaining a large quantity of 
horse manure from Sarah Algar. Initially individual members were shipping it from Caxton 
End in backs of cars but again with the kind help of Tony Laflin the bulk of it was shifted with
his digger. This was achieved in sufficient time for members to add it to their plots before 
serious planting commenced. 
Considering that our growing season only really began in May I think all would agree that it 
was very productive. Having said that, I had not realised how many creatures there were 
out there trying to defeat us. We all suffered from whitefly and flea beetles whilst chasing 
off the white butterflies but the menace of rabbit failed to materialise. I think in the coming 
season we will all be aware of the potential of pests and be more prepared. 
  

Working Parties 
As mentioned previously much work was carried out at the beginning of 2010 to prepare 
the site. During the growing season other projects were put on hold although some work 
had been done on the fencing by Michael Footman and Robert Ansell.  We have in the last 
week completed work on the much needed steps up to the site, so avoiding the slippery 
slope. The construction is very robust and looks as if it could be there for many years. Other 
projects planned include repairing and strengthening the fence and clearing the remaining 
brush at the far end of the site. 
The Association has applied to the SCDC for funding from their “Community Orchards” 
scheme. A sample tree has been planted in the area where we propose to put others and 
we are waiting to see if it develops or whether the area is too damp.
  

Social Events 
The Association has proved that it is not all digging and dirt, holding several al fresco events 
throughout the year. The first BBQ was held in late July when we sampled plenty of our 
salad produce. The year ended with a rather chilly gathering in Christmas week, warmed 
with mulled wine, mince pies and hot soup around a warming brazier. 
These events bring us together and they show that allotments do not have to be a solitary 
occupation but a catalyst to some enjoyable relationships. Even whilst tilling the soil one 
breaks the monotony with a few minutes of chat. Maybe the Annual Dinner and Dance is 
something to look forward to in the future. 
Thanks should go to Gill Pountain and others for driving these successful functions.



The Future
I believe as an Association promoting the virtues of Allotments, it is our duty to progress 
and meet the needs of all potential plot-holders. We must continue to press the PC for 
additional land bearing in mind the outstanding demand for those without plots and also 
that the existing “5 pole” plots are being “shared”. We need to find more potential plot-
holders to strengthen our cause in demanding additional land from the Council. I am sure 
this should be possible.

Finally I would like to thank those that have put in a lot of hard work in setting up the 
Association and its first site. In particular I would like to mention our Secretary, Len 
Campbell and our Treasurer, Verity Risby.
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